
Community perceptions of the Law Enforcement Profession
Differentiated Model of oppression in capitalistic systems
System dysfunctions in the LE culture
Special considerations when providing CMB group interventions
Stress areas of a LE officer in crisis
Specific stress areas to LE officer culture
Healthy coping mechanisms and resiliency protective factors
Interventions to a suicide of a LE officer or a line of duty death
Addictions and CISM response
Psychological/emotional perceptions following an officer involved
shooting

Learn to identify, understand, and work with the "Blue Wall of Silence" in the
law enforcement community. Designed to provide insight and understanding
of the different types of stress in law enforcement culture from a systems
perspectives emphasis, this course will provide practical "back pocket skills"
in providing crisis intervention services to law enforcement organizations
and individual personnel in crisis. The LE Perspectives course is intended for
law enforcement officers, their families, mental health professionals,
chaplains, and organizations that interact within the law enforcement
community. It is an excellent course for CISM teams and team members who
would want to enhance their understanding of the differences in the law
enforcement culture as compared to other first responder cultures.
Participants will also have an understanding of the interventions and how
the CISM team will assist their organization should they choose to engage
the mental health system's regional response team.

March 22, 2021
8:30am - 4:30pm

 
March 23, 2021

8:30am - 4:30pm
 
 

PASS Office
309 W. High Street

Lima, Oh 45801
 

(Lunch not included)

CISM: LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVE FOR
CISM ENHANCEMENT

Chief (Retired) Rick Skilliter,

OCPS, CCISM

Superintendent Meri

Skilliter, M.Ed., CCISM

 

Program Highlights

Presented By:

On-Line Registration:
cism.care

 
2 day - 14 hour training

Both Sessions Are Required
for Completion

Contact:
Rick Skilliter, OCPS, CCISM

CISM Coordinator
419-549-8530 x109
419-235-9546 (cell)

allencountycism@gmail.co
m

rskilliter@passaah.org

All State of Ohio pandemic protocols will be followed. If Allen county should go to "red", all in-
person trainings will be re-scheduled.

 


